Library Subject Guides

- American History- Primary Sources Online
- Book Reviews
- Citation Searching
- Drew's U.S. Government Publications Collection
- Drew University-- and other-- Theses & Dissertations
- Education Resources for M.A.T. students
- Finding Periodicals
- Foreign Language Sources at Drew
- Graphic Novel
- Identifying Scholarly Journals
- Ireland and Northern Ireland Research
- Irish Studies- Google the Great Hunger
- Literary Criticism
- Literary Terms Resources
- MAT Resources for Teachers of English
- MAT Resources for Teachers of Science
- MAT Resources for Teachers of Social Studies
- Older Periodicals- How to find them
- Primary Literature Identification (Sciences)
- Resources for U.S. and International Law
- Survey Information
- Theological Collection
- U.S. Federal Law and Regulations
- Understanding Call Numbers
- United Nations Publications
- Videos-- Finding them in the Library Catalog